INTERLOCK
Interlock offers locks with the
highest possible security. The
design makes it impossible to pry,
tear or pull apart the lock. Not even
sawing or drilling can pass through
the hardened surface.
Our locks are tested by the Swedish
Anti-Theft Association (SFF) and
certified by the Swedish Fire &
Safety Certification (SBSC).

APPLICATIONS

TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
INTERLOCKS are hardened with a surface
hardness that resists drilling and sawing.
Cooling and violent blows have no effect since
the core of the lock is elastic.
INTERLOCK´s design makes it impossible to

Dimensions:

prise the lock open, smash it or pull it apart.

L 180 mm
H 100 mm
D 50 mm
Weight 6,7 kg

INTERLOCK is protected against drilling,
partly by an extra-hard rotating drill protection

WAREHOUSES AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

disk in front of the barrel and partly be a fixed
hardened drilling protection disk encapsulated
in the barrel, which also has a steel pin and
protective ring mounted in the core of the
lock.
INTERLOCK have passed a picking test.
INTERLOCK have undergone approved
climatic testing in salty air and hot and cold
tests.

CONSTRUCTION SITES AND SHEDS

INTERLOCK come in black chrome as
standard with a semi bright black protective
coloring.
Interlocks are supplied in cartons containing,
in addition to the lock, backing plates,
adjustment-washers, fastening bolts, drilling
template and assembly instructions.
All INTERLOCK are supplied fitted with
patented ASSA DESMO 8950 or 8920 lock
barrels as standard.

TRANSPORT AND CONTAINERS

FUNCTIONS
The lock is intended to be mounted in a fixed position where required. It has built-in-floating fastenings the special
design of which means that containers and trailers move diagonally while being transported or where the container
is resting on an uneven surface.

CYLINDER LOCK SYSTEM

SAFETY CERTIFICATION 5

The use of INTERLOCK locks can be varied by
applying separate or similar locking;

All locks are patented and intended for installation
on security doors, goods doors, grills, containers,
trailers etc. and every type of lock is individually
classified and certified.

A - Separate locking: Every cylinder is individual
and has its own key that will not fit into other
locks.
B - Similar locking: Independent of the number of
locks in use, the same cylinder combination will be
used, where the same key fits into all K-35 locks.
C - Mastery key system: The least extensive
system has 60 different combinations, but the
system offers thousands of variations. Within the
system both the different locking methods may
be applied. Cylinder/Keys and the name of the
customer are punched into the metal as shown in
the picture here.

INTERLOCK has been tested by SSF (Svenska
Stöldskyddsföreningen – Swedish Theft Prevention
Association) and certified by SBSC AB (Svensk
Brand & Säkerhets Certifiering – AB Swedish
fire and Safety Certification). Looks are classified
between 1 and 5. The Interlock 35 has a security
class of 5 where 5, the highest security class.

INTERLOCK
Interlock offers locks with the highest possible security. The design
makes it impossible to pry, tear or pull apart the lock. Not even
sawing or drilling can pass through the hardened surface.
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